
Guide to becoming   

GLO·TRIMINATOR  

[gl¤￦ -ˈtərməˌnādər]  

Hello, my name is AJ Reid.  My business partner Tom Schrammel and I own an automotive upholstery 

company called Seville Auto Trim LLC based out of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. We have a solid reputation in 

the vintage/classic auto interior restorations market, but being an upholstery business in Wisconsin, you 

end up doing a little bit of everything and that what brought us to GloTrim.  

 The past few years we have been fortunate enough to work on projects with much success for 

automotive OEM's as well as working closely with creatives at Tier 1 & 2 suppliers. These projects 

involved using IMO 😉 the world best flexible glass stranded fiber optic light guides - a material we now 

call GloTrim.   

  Ambient lighting for direct and indirect illumination of interiors/exteriors is in a kind of a “Boom”. And 

incorporation into soft trim is what OEMs are chasing but years away from what all of us in the 

aftermarket can do now. A few things happened when our ideas/ projects gave us the ability to see and 

understand the landscape of the automotive interior lighting market for new cars as well as the 

aftermarket.  We believe everyone should have access to this amazing material, tools, and technology 

not just Major OEM’s.  

A common question we get asked after people see the beauty and even consistency of light distributed 

throughout the entire length of a GloTrim welt… “How durable is it?” Our GloTrim flexible multi-strand 

optical welts is made of thousands of glass fibers which is suited a lot better for durability compared to the 

PMMA Plastic or acrylic rods that China has flooded the online market space with. This material already 

had all the ratings for interior and exterior OEM standards. Thus durability wise it is very effective against 

the weather elements heat (110°C/230°F) and cold (-40C/F). Glass will withstand much better than other 

materials making it the first choice for  

Major OEM’s, Military, HealthCare, etc. Due to the Glass fiber process this is why it is more expensive 

than the other fiber optic light guides on the market…It Is the best! , Now this doesn’t mean you should 

purposely stab it with a knife. Everything has its limits, this is a premium product and should be treated 

that way!  

The light guides have been water pressure tested at 1500 psi and they pass with no visible hotspots. 

We have sewn and installed GloTrim on motorcycle seats, snowmobiles (we are in Wisconsin), boat 

cushions, and a lot of automotive seating with no problems. The standard cladding or outer coating/ 

sheathing of the GloTrim light guide is diffused milky white when no light is going through it. Other outer 



sheathing colors are special order and not always available due to European production but white is 

always in stock. Some of the other colors are:  

 Red  

 
  

Black  

  

 
  



If you are looking to sew GloTrim into your projects, we suggest ordering it with vinyl welt at first. We 

source a clear double polished vinyl product. Having this welting over the light guide adds protection as 

well as gives the user a way to attach Glotrim to projects via stapling, sewing, gluing, etc. 

 *If you order GloTrim without welting, you will have to find your own means of attachment. You can 

Dremel out an area that is 3mm and you could pop it into a channel it is flexible.  

Do not bend the light pipe back on itself. It is a flexible light guide just remember that within the 3.6mm 

diameter sheathing is about 1500 glass optical fibers that CAN break if punctured with a sewing needle or 

bent too far back on itself. The way you will know that the light guide is damaged it will create a “hotspot” 

when you are pushing light through it. A hotspot will look bright white.  

Minimum manufacturer recommended  bend radius Is 20mm. – we have personally bent it more but and it 

was fine but it is at your own risk of ruining your light guide.  

Here at Seville Auto Trim, we sew and inspect every single LED and GloTrim light guide w/ welting in 

house (not made in China😉). Our team of GloTrim-inators inspects every order for quality multiple times  

before it gets sent out.  

We have sourced and sell specific CREE brand compression fit single colored LED's in white, red, blue, 

and green. *Soon Orange and RF remote RGB modules!  

Both ends of a Standard 2-meter piece of GloTrim have ferrules aka endcaps or Plastic termination points 

on them. These are used to collect and terminate all the glass fibers in one location. We have a very 

expensive UV Resin and curing station meant specifically for our glass fiber optics. Because we have this 

equipment we CAN make custom lengths if you need longer or shorter GloTrim lengths for your projects. 

There is a 30% upcharge due to the time, expertise, and labor on all custom lengths of our GloTrim 

welted/unwelted fiber optic light guides. Only when we need to add another endcap/ferrule.  

After the curing process we take the naked light guide and have premade 2” strips of Spradlings 16ga.  

Double polished clear vinyl.   

  

  

  

  



  
We have two variants of GloTrim. An upholstery shop who ends up doing work for the customer can show 

in person a little better than I can in pictures what these differences mean but for all intensive purposes 

we call the 2 variants:   

Welted/piped:   

 
  

Flat/in-seam   

The compression fit LED’s are then attached over the ferrules (making sure the ferrule is centered and 

seated in the LED properly).  

 
If you assemble LED to light guide,   



*Make sure to center the end of the light guide inside of the compression fit led so it is just about touching 

the actual led chip and tighten the compression fitting. Do not bang the actual LED chip GO IN SOFT 

JUST TAP IT IN. 

Order example:  

Let’s say you wanted to incorporate GloTrim into the design of the front two door panels of a car or truck. 

The best thing to do is to order a standard 2-meter length (79”) Kit. The kit will include 2 – single color 

LED’s of your choice  (1 on each end). 

 A normal door panel would need less than 1 meter or 38” of GloTrim Using our fiber optics you have the 

ability to chop the light guide in half so you can do 2 door panels with your single kit order.  

 

   

How many LED’s do you need??  

You are going to want an LED on each end of a 2-meter (standard length) piece. Anything over 1 meter 

we recommend using an LED on each end. We are working with a few different companies right now to 

make a GloTrim brand RGB multicolor LED module. Until then we do stock some different Multi-Colored 

units;  there are differences between some of them with remotes and how they function. IR & RF which 

can be explained to you by AJ if you would like – 262-261-3390 

Terminology: 

Ferrules / Endcaps / Plastic Terminators  

These are all the same things  

   I know getting into the fiber optic world there are a lot of words thrown around and used in conjunction 
to where if you feel like you don’t quite understand any of the terminology you read or if myself (AJ) tells 
you please know *There are NO stupid questions! 

We are all working towards a common goal and that is to make our customers happy by giving them the 
next best thing  “WOW” as well as make some $$ in the process. We are here for you but we are also a 
small business so I beg you to treat us as well as your fellow trimmers around the world with the respect 
and dignity no matter the skill level. We all started somewhere!   

  



How to make it GLO  

Our LED’s are specifically sourced for our purposes. You can use any LED’s that you want (you can even 

use your phone flashlight if you want) We just thought to make it easier for you. The LED’s are 

Automotive rated 12 Volts DC and draw very little power each one about 150 milliamps. You can run 

them off a battery pack, you can even run 1 light off of a 9 Volt battery (but it won’t be as bright as 12V).  

 
  

 
  

The ends of the LED have 2 wires red-positive and black-ground/neg. We usually throw a simple 2 or 3 

prong rocker switches on our projects to give the customer the ability to turn it on and off from a fixed 



location. You can also wire it right into a cars electrical system example of that is to wire it into say the 

dome light, so it turns on or off when the car door is open.  

We try our best to provide our customers with the tools and knowledge to make installing GloTrim kits as 

easy as possible. We look to offer automotive rated rocker switches as well as extra wiring supplies but 

for the time being you are going to need to buy your own switches and supplies. Suggested links to some 

amazon materials that we have used in house and worked for us before are provided below.   18 Gauge 

Black/Red Wire  

Rocker Switch  

  

Warning It’s ELECTRIC !  

Whenever you are dealing with electronics or wiring the number 1 rule is safety. Electrical currents are 

nothing to mess around with. We use a lot of 12V AC/DC wall plugs for prototyping and show pieces. 12 

volts is not a lot of electricity if you get shocked but the electrical load inside of a wall plug is 120 or 240 

AC. AC is Alternating Current and just like high voltage DC - CAN BE DEADLY if you do not know what 

you are doing. With this said, Seville Auto Trim will always try to help guide customers interested in in 

GloTrim products…  

BUT  

DISCLAIMER: We insist for your own safety if you do not feel comfortable with electronic circuits & wiring 

to find an electronics professional in your area that can help you. Seville Auto Trim LLC will not be held 

responsible if accidental injury  occurs while installing GloTrim kits.   

  

  

  

  

 

 



Automotive Lighting Market:  

The global automotive lighting market is estimated to generate revenues of more than $54 billion by 2024. 

The global automotive interior ambient lighting market size is expected to reach USD 4.59 billion by 2025. 

This market sector just keeps growing and growing and GloTrim is the way to get your piece of that pie. 

High costs of OE integration are expected to hinder the automakers market over the forecast period. This 

is good news for the aftermarket!  

If you own a trim shop and are reading this, I am sure you have already realized how many different 

projects GloTrim can be incorporated into as well as all the extra revenue streams this opens to your 

shop. You will now be able to offer your customers the truly custom product that they have been looking 

for!   

Pricing: Volume Based the more you buy the cheaper it gets! 

White GloTrim-  2 Meter Standard Lengths  

Vinyl Welted w/1 sew tab - $60   * for piping applications or use the vinyl tab to staple to the bottom 
of a moto seat like we did to this Buell  - 

 

 

 



Vinyl Welted w/2 sew tabs - $65 (it is $5 more due to extra steps & materials involved with making 

the 2 flanged variant)  This variant allows trimmers to make a flush – in-seam – French Seam with 

the GloTrim light pipe.  

GloTrim 2M with  NO vinyl welt- unsewn Bare Fiber optic cable - $50 -This listing is for the DIYers who 
want to save some money and welt it themselves OR the outside of the 3.65mm dia sheathing is 
compliant enough to pop into a channel that you could Dremel out to about 3mm dia.  

Vinyl Roll  - $50 – We have various Widths of cut, clear double polished vinyl; so you can welt it 
your way! 

Single Color Compression fit LED’s - $20 (Red, Blue, White, Orange and Green)  

 

We have a few different kinds of RGB (Red, Green, Blue) units. We have RF (radio frequency) LED 

modules that has 17 different modes and gives users total customization of their GloTrim lighted 

products.  

  

 
  

Custom Lengths Ferrule Addition Upcharge - for any other sheathing colors besides standard white 

2Meter -  (BLACK & RED & SILVER) - +40% per light guide (Black, Silver, and Red outer sheathing 

options available upon request but possibly out the white outer we have all day long) We suggest 

staying with the normal diffused white outer because it will always remain available.  



The red, silver, and black outer sheathing GloTrim product offerings are not in production by manufacturer 

therefore when it is out it may be out of stock for a while.  

We are working on trying to bring other colors and diameters into production, but it is very expensive we 

need more shops to buy bulk to bring black and red into production.   

  

Notes:  

Standard size of Glotrim is :  

2 Meters = Approx 79” which will wrap around either a back or a bottom of a standard bucket seat with 

extra to spare for LED mounting and wiring  

GloTrim Custom lengths can be cut upon request (there is an upcharge for UV epoxying ferrule end caps) 

-pricing available upon request-  

As of Nov 2019. We Do display prices on our website. We are an upholstery company and we know that 

it is a pain when customers can see pricing for supplies like Miamicorp.com displays. GloTrim is a brand-

new product that was previously unavailable to the aftermarket until Seville Auto Trim LLC started offering 

it. As interest for GloTrim grows around the world, we hope to remove pricing from the website and only 

distribute to an authorized dealer network (much like Katzkin Leather does for seat covers). We are 

actively trying to light up the world with GloTrim from Mini-Bikes, UTV’s, Moto, Auto, theatre seating 

components and stairs, undercabinet indirect but consistent and even lighting, Have you played the Tron 

Limited Edition Stern Pinball (yes that is the same fiber optic guide 😊. Here at Seville Auto Trim we love 

prototyping and helping other businesses incorporate GloTrim into their projects. If there is anything we 

can do from our end our commitment is to each and every GloTrim Customer.  

Shipping:  

As of 2019 we ship using USPS Priority and Priority Express for most domestic and international orders. 

Customers who order GloTrim or anything off of GloTrim.com will be responsible for payment of shipping 

and handling which Is reflected on your order invoice. Invoice must be paid In full through one of our 

payment service portals. 

 Pay either -Over the phone with AJ 262.261.3390 using your credit card (processing fee will be applied to 

orders)   

Or  



By using one of our online service providers Square, or PayPal. If we send you an invoice you should be 

able to pay with a CC through a link in the email. Let us know if you are having any issues and we will 

take care of you 😊 

 Seville Auto Trim LLC will then ship out the order which depending on the day around 2-5 days domestic 

and honestly who knows internationally...am i right?! Between 7-15 days?.  

Sewing Tips:  

The welted Glotrim light guide is sewn in just like regular piping, using a 3/16" piping foot. You must be 

very careful not to nick it with the needle, as that will cause a "hot spot". 

 When sewing attach the welted GloTrim to the frame (apron) section first, then flip it to sew it to the insert 

(that way you can trace the original stitch line). Same procedure for the Flat/in-seam variant.  

This Guide has been made to help you get a start with incorporating GloTrim into your projects. 

Seville Auto Trim, LLC has done all the heavy lifting and has really fine tuned the process for 

making integration easier on the end user. If there is anything you think would be helpful to add to 

this guide please Let AJ Reid know – contact info is below! 

Thank you,  

 

 Seville Auto Trim, LLC  
GloTrim Product Development Center 
AJ Reid – AJ@GloTrim.com 
Cell – 262-261-3390 
 


